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OVERVIEW

This document will be updated as new details of the Fathom Event, etc. are confirmed. 
The basics are here and given the team we have gathered this guide is to the point without  
extensive instruction. If you need something customized please email ko@transparency.com. 

The most important elements are these:
+  Use the artwork provided as is. Do not change or distort the elements being used. 
+  Use the provided color palette only. If you need more colors added lets discuss.
+  Use the font families provided whenever possible. Do not add other display faces.
+  Stay true to the look and feel established. 
+  Contact us if you have any problems at all.
 
A file server with all of the graphic elements has been establish with easy access.
 

Thank you!
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PRIMARY LOGOTYPE  

The two logotype confirgurations shown 
here are the primary way the title should 
be seen – against the “Wall” background  
which contains actually evidence discussed
in the film. 

The wall background is not a photograph. 
It is a digitally created 3D image that 
can be enlarged as necessary without
resolution problems. See Page 5.

Files contain accurate colors. Please take
care to not let the color shift.

Use these only against the darker, right side 
of the background image or against black.

Do not edit the originals.

A FILMMAKER’S JOURNEY

PoELogotypeV1StackedPos.eps

POE_LogotypeV3_Horz.eps
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SECONDARY LOGOTYPE

The two logotype confirgurations shown 
here are the secondary way the title can 
be seen – against the “Paper Texture” 
background supplied.

Files contain accurate colors.
Do not edit the originals.

Use these logos only against this 
background or this solid color:

( R232, G230, B212 ) POE_LogotypeV3_HorzPos.eps

PoELogotypeV2StackedPos.eps

This background is available. Filename:
PoE_PaperTexture2.png
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SECTION TITLE

This key image is available in several sizes. 

1)  PoEWall_Large.tif, RGB, 4000x2000px, 48 mb    2)  POEWall_Small.png, RGB, 2000x1000px, 9.3mb This image has been carefully 
color corrected. Please take care 
not to shift it. 
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KEY ART

This artwork was prepared originally for full 
one sheet size and is available as shown here.

Filename:
PoE_OneSheet_Small.png

Filename: PoE_KeyArtHorz1920x1080.png
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FILM FESTIVAL LAURELS

List of awards with graphics from each film

festival. Several configurations and colorings 

of these files are available from the file server.
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FONT GUIDELINES

Our goal is typographic consistency across

all branded items. 

Each of the fonts shown are available from the 

server. These fonts are preferred and should be

used consistently.

Web Fonts

PatternsOfEvidence.com uses the following

web fonts from Typekit:

Refridgerator Deluxe

Tablet Gothic Semi Condensed

Garamon Premeir Pro Display

When usung the fonts shown here take a close 

look and emulate how the fonts are being used 

in promotional items and on the website, Pat-

ternsOfEvidence.com. If you have any question 

about font usage, contact the

Creative Director. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890! ^*)_+=<>?”|]

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890! ^*)_+=<>?”|]

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890! ^*)_+=<>?”|]

PUBLIC GOTHIC VINTAGE

Malleable Grotesque 

ADOBE GARAMOND 

GROTESQUE 
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COLOR GUIDE

The colors shown make up the base colors
associated with the film and its promotion.

Our goal is to maintain a consistency of 
images, fonts and colors. Other colors can be 
chosen to use with this campaign, however
care should be taken to align with this
color palette. 

If you have color requirements that do not
fit this palette, contact the creative director
so that we maintain consistency and tone.

Warm Red Warm White Earth Green Khaki Soft Black
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BOOK TITLE

Due in December 2014 as an electronic 

and hardcover book from Thinking Man 

Publishing. Author Timothy P. Mahoney

with Steven Law.

Full publishing details along with inside 

spreads and reviews will be added here 

as soon as they are available.


